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Thi paper contain ground-motion predi tion equation (G IPE ) for
average horizontal-component ground motions as a function of earthquake
magnitude, di tance fium source to site local average hear-wave velocity and
fault type. Our equations are for peak ground acc leration {PGA) peak ground
velocity (PGV), and SOlo-damped pseudo-absolute-acceleration pectra (PSA)
at periods between 0.01 and lOs. They were derived by empirical regres ion
of an extensive strong-motion database compil d by the' PEER G n (Pacific
Earthquake Engineering Research Cent r's ext Generation Attenuation)
project. For period Ie than 1 s, the analy is used I 574 records from 58
main hocks in the distance range from 0 km to 400 km (the number of
available data decreased as period incrcased). The primary predictor variable
are moment magnitude ( ), closc horizontal distance to the urface
projection of the fault plane (RJB), and th time-averaged hear-wave velocity
from the surface to 30 m VS30)' The equation are applicable fot' M=5-8,
RJB <200 km, and VS30=180-1300 m/s. [DOl: 10.1193/1.2830434]

I TRODUCTJON

Ground-motion prediction equations (GMPEs) giving ground-motion intensity mea-
ures such as peak ground motions or response spectra a a function of earthquake mag

nitude and distance are important tools in the analysi of eismic hazard. These equa
tion are typically de eloped empirically by a regression of recorded strong-motion
amplitude data vel' U magnitude, distance and possibly other predictive variable. The
equations in (hi repon were derived as part of the Pacific Earthquake Engineering Re
search Center's Next Generation Attenuation project (PEER NGA; Power et al. 2008)
using an extensive database of thousands of records compiled from shallow crustal
earthquakes in active tectonic envirOlUllents worldwide. The e equation rcpre ent a sub-
tantial update to GMPE that were published by Boore and hi colleagues in 1997

(Boore et al. 1997 hereafter BJF97'; note that BJF97 ummarized work previotl Iy
published by Boore et al. in 1993 and 1994). The 1997 GM PEs of Boore et al. were
based on a fairly limited set of data in compari on to the results of thi tudy. The iu-
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crease in data quantity by a factor of approximately 14 i particularly important for
PSA- in addition PGV equations are provided in thi tudy (but were 110t given in
BJF97). The amount of data used in regr sian analysi is an important i ue a it bear
Ilea ily on the reliability of the result, e pecially in magnitude and distance range that
are important for seismic hazard analysis.

This paper is a condensation of our final project report published by PEER (Boore
and Atkinson 2007)' the reader may refer to that document for more details and a num
ber of relevant appendice . We will refer to that report as "BA07".

DT

DATASO R S

The ource of the strong ground-motion data for the development of the G PEs in
this study i the databa e compiled in the PEER NGA project ( biou et al. 200 ); the
aim of that project wa to develop empirical GMPE 1I ing everal investigati e teams to
allow a range of interpretations (this paper i the report of one team). The 1I e of this
databa e referred to as the GA Flatfile,' was one of tbe "grOllnd 1'1.11 "of the GMPE
development exerei e. However, investigators were free to decide whether to use the en
tire GA Flarfil database, or to restrict their analy e to selected subsets.

Tn addition to the data in th NGA Flatfile, we also u ed data compiled by 1. Boat
wright and . eekins for three small events and data from the 2004 Parkfield ali for
nia mainshock from the Berkeley Digital ci l11ic Network station near Parkfield, a
well a data from the Strong-Motion Instrumentation Program of the California Geo
logical Survey and the ational trong-Motion Program of tbe United States Geological
Survey. The additional data were 1I ed in a tudy of the distance attenuation function
that constrained certain r gressjon coefficients, as discus d later. but were not included
as part of the final regression (to be consistent with the NGA "ground rules" regarding
the database for regression).

R 'SPON E V. RI BLES

The ground-motion parameters that are the dependent variables of the MPE (al 0
called response variable or ground-motion inten ity m a ure ) include peak ground ac
celeration (PGA), peak ground velocity (pGV), and re ponse pech'a (PSA, tbe 5%
damped pseudo-acceleration) all for the horizontal component. In this tudy, the re-
pon e variables are not the simple geometric mean of the two horizontal component (as

was Llsed in BJF97), but rather are mea ure of geometric mean not d pendent on the
particular orientation of the instruments Llsed to record the horizontal motion. The mea
sure u eel was introduced by Bo re et al. (2006). In that paper a number of orientation
independ I1t measures of ground motion wer defined. In this report we u GMRotI50
(which we abbreviate "GMRotI"); this is the geometric mean determined from the 50th
percentile alnes of the geometric means computed for all non-redundant rotation allgles
and all periods Ie than the maximum u eable period. The advantage of u ing an
orientation-independent measure of the horizontal component amplitude can be appre
ciated by considering the ea e in .."hich the motion i perfectly polarized along one com-
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ponent direction; in this case the geometric mean would be O. In most cases however
the difference between the geometric mean and GMRotI are not large so that OLir re
pan e variable can be thought of in simple terJn a an average horizontal component.

Tllis paper includc GMPEs for PGA P v.. and 5%-damped P A for periods be
tween 0.0 I s and lOs. Equations for peak ground displacement (PGO) are not included.
In our view, PGD is too sensitive (0 the low-cut filters u ed in the data proce sing Lo be
a stable measure of ground shaking. in addition there is some bias in the PGD values
obtained in the NGA data et from records f< r which the 10w-clIt filtering was not per
formed as part of the N A project. Appendix in BA07 contains a hart discussion of
the e points. We rceommend u ing response pectra at long period instead of PGD.

Data were excluded from our analy is based on a number of criteria the mo tim
portant of which (in terms of number of records exclud d fr0111 the analy i ) i that no
recordings from obviou aftershocks were used. Aftershock records were not u ed be
cau e of ome concern that the spectral scaling of aftershocks differs from mainshocks
( ee Boore and Atkinson .1989 and Atkinson 1993). Tllis restriction cut the data set al
most in half becau e a substantial number of the records in the NGA Flatfile are after
shock of the 1999 hi-Chi earthquake. The other excJu ion criteria that were applied
are listcd in Table 2.1 of BA07. Response variable were excluded for 0 ciliataI' periods
greater than T,I-IAX (the inver e of the lowe t useable frequency tlh"y in the GA
Flatfile).

We did not use singly recorded earthquaKes. Table I Ii t all earthquakes used in our
data analy i , along with the number of tation u ed per earthquake (for an oscillator
period of 0.2 s).

A potential bia in regression re ult can result from not including low-amplitude
data from di tance ranges for which larger amplitude data for the ame earthquake are
included in the data set. There are several reasons that low-amp!itude data might not be
included: it can be below trigger thresholds of instruments, which will cause the rccord
ing to begin at some point during the S-wave arrival it can be too small to digitize or it
can be below the noi e thre hold used in det rmining !O\\-cut filter frequencies. AllY col
lection of data in a mall distance range will have a range of amplitudes because of the
natural variability in the ground motion (due to such thing a ource path and site ari
ability). At distances far en.ough from the source (depending ol1l11agnitude), ome of the
value in the collection will be below the amplitude cutoff and would therefore be ex
cluded. If only the larger motions (above tJle amplitude ClltOff) were included, this would
lead to a bias in the predicted distance decay of tile ground motion-there would be a
tendency for the predicted ground motions to decay Ie rapidly with di tance than the
real data. BJF97 attempted to avoid this bia by excluding data for each earthquake be
yond the closest di tance to all operational non-triggered station most of the data u d
by BJF97 were obtained on triggered analog stations). Unfortunately information i . not
available in the NGA Flatfile that would allow us to apply a similar distance cutoff, at
lea t for the case of triggered aJlalog recording. Furthermore, a imilar bia nligbt also
exi t in digital recordings because of th· presence of long-period noise that is indepen-
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Table I. Event II ed in analy i fi r a period of 0.2 s, giving type of earthquake (S=strike-slip
= normal R=rever e). number of ob rV8tions B ) range of RJO in km. and GA Flat-

file event identification number

DEPTH
AME AR MODY M DIP (km) TYPE EQfD

Parkfield 1966 0628 619 90 10 S 10-1 25
Borrego Mtn 1968 0409 6.63 78 8 S 129-222 28
San el'llando 1971 0209 6.61 50 13 R I 218 30
Holl ister-OJ 1974 1128 5.14 90 6 9-10 34
Friuli. Italy-O I 1976 050 6.50 12 5 R 5 15-102 40
Tabas, Iran 1978 0916 7.35 25 6 R 7 0-194 46
St Elia ,Alaska 1979 0228 7.54 12 16 R 2 2 80 142
Coyote Lake 1979 0806 5.74 80 10 7 0-34 48

orcin, Italy 1979 0919 5.90 64 6 3 2-31 49
lmperial Valley·06 1979 1015 6.53 80 10 33 0 9 50
Livermore-O I 19 0 0124 5.80 85 12 5 15-53 53
Anza (Horse Canyon)-O 1 19 0 0225 5.19 70 14 5 6-39 55
Mammoth Lakes-O I 19 0 0525 6.06 50 9 2 1-5 56
Victoria, Mexico 19 0 0609 6.33 90 II 4 6-39 64
Irpinia Italy-Ol 19 0 1123 6.90 60 10 12 7-60 68
Westmorland 19 I 0426 5.90 90 2 S 6 6-19 73
Coalinga-Ol 1983 0-02 6.36 30 5 R 44 24-55 76
Borah Peak. 10-0 I 1983 1028 6.88 52 16 2 83-85 87
Morgan Hill 1984 0424 6.19 90 9 S 24 3-71 90
Lazio-Abrllzzo. Italy 1984 0507 5.80 48 14 5 13 9 91
Holl iSler-04 1986 0126 5.45 90 9 3 11-13 98
N Palm Spring 1986 0708 6.06 46 II R 30 0-78 101
Chalfant Valley-Ol 1986 0720 5.77 90 7 5 6-24 102
Chal fant Valley·02 1986 0721 6.19 55 10 10 6-51 103
Sail Salvador 19 6 1010 5.80 85 II 2 2 108
Whittier ~arro\V '-0 I 19 7 1001 5.99 30 15 R 106 0-82 113
Superstition Hill -02 1987 1124 6.54 90 9 II 1-27 116
, oma Prieta 1989 1018 6.93 70 18 R 73 0-117 118
Upland 1990 0228 5.63 77 5 3 7-72 143
Manjil, Iran 1990 0620 7.37 88 19 S 7 13-175 144
Sierra Madre 1991 062 5.61 50 12 R 8 3 6 145
Roermond 'etherland 1992 0413 5.30 68 15 3 55-101 122

apc Mendocino 1992 0425 7.01 14 10 R 6 0-40 123
Lander 1992 0628 7.2 90 7 S 68 2-190 125
Big Bear- I 1992 0628 6.46 5 13 S 39 7-147 126
Lillie kull Mtn. 1992 0629 5.65 70 12 8 14-99 152

orthridge-O I 1994 0117 6.69 40 18 R 154 0-148 127
Kobe, Japan 1995 0116 6.90 5 18 S 12 0-158 129
Kozani. reece·OI 1995 0513 6.40 43 13 3 I 79 130
Dinar, Turkey 1995 1001 6.40 45 5 N 4 0-255 134
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Table 1. (conI.)

D 'PTH
YEAR MODY M DIP (km) TYPE EQID

rlhwesl China-O I 1997 0405 5.90 68 23 S 2 12--49 153
orthwest China-02 1997 0406 5.93 30 31 2 20-37 154

Northwest China-04 1997 0415 5.80 43 22 2 21-35 156
Kocaeli, TlII'key 1999 0817 7.51 88 15 S 26 1-316 136
Chi-Chi, Taiwan 1999 0920 7.62 30 7 R 3 0 0-169 137
Hector Mine 1999 1016 7.13 77 5 S 2 10-233 158
Diizcc, Turkcy 199 1112 7.14 65 10 S 22 0-188 13
Yountville 2000 0903 5.00 90 10 S 24 8-94 160
Big Bear-02 2001 0210 4.53 90 9 S 41 22-92 161
Mohawk Val, Portola 2001 0810 5.17 81 4 S 6 67-126 162
Anza-02 2001 1031 4.92 7 15 S 72 10 133 163

.Gulfof alifornia 2001 1208 5.70 59 10 S II 72-130 164
CA/Baja Border Area 2002 0222 5.31 74 7 9 40-97 165
Gilroy 2002 0514 4.90 84 10 34 2-130 166
Yorba Linda 2002 0903 4.27 8 7 12 6--36 167

enana M untain 2002 1023 6.70 90 4 33 105-2 0 16
Alaska
Dcnali. Alaska 2002 1103 7.90 71 5 S 23 0-276 169
Big Bear City 2003 0222 4.92 72 6 S 33 24-146 170

dent of the distance from the ource to the station. Consequently, the obtained distance
dependence for small earthquake and long peri d may be biased towards a decay that
is less rapid than the true decay.

PREDICTOR VARIABL[

The primary predictor variables (independent variables in th regression analy i ') are
moment magnihlde R.JB distance (close t di tance to the urface projection of the
fault plane), and VS30 for ite characterization, (VS30 is the time-averaged shear-wave ve
locity over the top 30 mealeulateel as the inver e of the average hear-wave slowne
from the surface to a depth of 30 111 [although slowne s is simply the inverse of velocity,
it has a number of useful properties, as eli eu sed in Bome and Thompson 2007).) The
RJB distance estimated by R. Youngs, as de eribed in Appendix B of Chjou and Youngs
(2006) were used for earthquakes with unknown fault geometry.

We also considered the effect of fault type (i.e. normal trike-slip, and reverse). The
fault type was specified by the plunge of the P- and T-axe as shown in the legend to
Figure 1 (Appendix D of BAO? contains a more complete description), While there are
some advantages to using P- and T-axes. Figme I shows that the simple classification
used by BJF97 (rake angles within 30° of horizontal are trike-slip angle from 30° to
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Figul"e 1. Distribution of the data we used in rake-angle and dip-angle space. TI1 horizontal
gray lines indicate boundaries between fault types used by BJF97, and the ymbol and color
indicate our classification based on the plunge or the P- and T-axe. (OUf classification scheme
i indicated in the legend' see Appendix D in BAD? .

1500 arc rever e and angle rom -300 to -150° are normal) gives e sentially the same
classifications as obtained u ing P- and T-axe at lea t fOJ the data ct we U ed.

All of the predictor variable were taken from the NGA database.

DISTRIBUTION OF DATA BY M, R.m, F. ULTTYPE, ND SITE CLASS

Rcpre entative M and RJlJ distributions of the data used in developing our GMPEs
are shown in Figure 2, with the· ymbol representing different fault types. The total
number of recording for the analysis after all exclusions) is I 574 for periods out to
I s. with a slight decrea eat 2 s and a rapid fall off in the number of available data at
period longer than 2 s. The djstributions of the data over the pI' dictor variable space
necessari Iy inAuence the GMPEs. ote ill particular th lack of data at close distances
for small earthquakes. This means that the near-source grollnd motions for small evcnts
will not be constrained by observations. For long oscillator period there are very few
data for small carthquakes at any di tance (the point in Figure 2 for 1=5 and T
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Figure 2. Distribution of data lIsed to derive our regression equation for PGA and for PSA at
a period 10.0 S, differentiated by fault type (points with RJ8 les than 0.1 km plotted at 0.1 km).
The overall distributions for period Ie s than aboLlt 4 s are similar to those for PGA, although
there are fewer recordings (the number of available recordings decrea es noticeably for periods
longer than 2 s).

= lOs are all from a single event-the 2000 Yountville alifornia earthquake) so the
magnitude caling at long periods will be poorly determined for small magnitude.

The widest range of magnitudes is for strike-slip earthquakes (4.3-7.9), while the
narrowest range is for nOfmal- lip earthquakes (5.3-6.9). This suggest that the magni
tude scaling is better determin.ed for strike- lip than for normal-slip earthquakes-------a
problem that we circumvented by u ing a common magnitude scaling for all types of
event , as discli sed later.

The bulk of the data are from la and D sites which range from oft rock to firm
oil' very few data were fi'om class A sites (hard rock). More detail can be found in
ppendix. A, which includes two po ible sets of IIS30 values to u e in evaluatillg our

equations for a particular NEHRP site c1as .

. THEEQU .no s
FollQwing the philosophy of Boore et a1. (1993, 1994, 1997), we seek simple func

tional form.s for our GMPEs with the minimum required Ilumber of predictor variables.
We tarted with the simple t rea onablc form for the equations (that u cd in BJF97), and
then added complexity as demanded by com pari on of the predictions of ground mo
tion from the simplest equation with the ob erved ground Illotion . The selection of
functional form wa heavily guided by subjective inspection of nonparametric plots of
data' many uch plot were produced and studied before commencing the regres ion
analysis. For example the BJF97 equation modeled the far-source attenuation of alll~
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pLitude with distance by a simple functi.on that had no magnitude dependence and no
curvature at greater distances. This form appeared sufficient for the maximum distance
rang of 80 km specified for the BJF97 GMP . The data however clearly show that
cur ature 0' the line is required to accommodate the effect of anela tic attenuation
when modeling data beyond 80 km' furthermore, the data show that the effective geo
metric spreading factor is dependent on magnitude. To acconunodate these trends, we
(I) added an 'aneJastic" coefficient to the form of the quations, in which In Y is pro
portional to R (where Y is the response variable) and (2) introduced a magnitude
dcpcndcJ1t "geometrical spreading term, in which In Y is proportional to hlR and the
proportionality factor i a function of M. These features allow the equation to predict
amplitudes to 400 kn1" the larger ize of the GA database at greater distance and for
larger magnitudes in cOll1pari on to that available to BJF97 enabled robu t determina
ti n of the additional coefficients. Ow' functional form does not include such factor as
depth-to-top of rupture hanging wall/footwall term, r ba in depth, because residual
analysis does not clearly how that the introduction of such factor would improve their
predictive capabilitie on average. The equations are data-driven and make little use of
imulation . They include only those term that ar truly required to adequately fit the

observational databa e a cording to Olll' analysi . Our quatiou may pmvide a useful
alternati e to the more complicated equations pro ided by other GA model as they
wm be easier to implement in many applications.

Our equation far predicting grollnd motion i :

(1)

In thi equation Fill> FD. and Fs represent the magnit11de scaling, di tance function and
site amplification. respectively. M is moment magnitude, RJ8 i the Joyner-Boare dis
tance (defined as the closest distance to the surface projection of the fault which is ap
proximately equal to the epiccntraI eli tance for events of 1< 6) and tbe velocity VS30
i the in erse of the average hear-wave lowness from the surface to a depth of 30 111.

Tbe predictive variables are M RJB and lI.m ; the fault type is an optional predictive
variable that enters into the magnitude scaling term as shown in Equation Sa and 5b be
low. B is the fractional number of standard deviations of a single predicted value of In Y
away from the mean value of In Y (e.g. e=-1.5 would be 1.5 standard deviations
small I' than the mean value). All terms in luding th coefficient aT, are period depen
dent. aT is computed using th equation

(2)

where a i the intra-event al atory uncertainty and 7" is the inter-event aleatory uncer
tainty (this uncertainty is slightly different for ca s where fault type is specified and
wh l' it is not specified: we di tingui h rh ca es by including a subscripr 011 r).
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Table 2. Values of dummy variable for differ nt
falllt types

Fault Type U

Unspecified
Strike- lip

ormal
Thrust/rever e

I
o
o
o

o
I
o
o

u
o
I
o

u
o
o
1

THE DlSTA CE AND MA NlTUDE FU CTIO S

The distance function is given by:

where

(3)

R= ,R2 +17 2 (4).18

and c" C2, ('3, M,.eji Rl'eji and h are the coefficient to be determ.0ed in the analysis.

The magnitude caling is given by:

a) M~MiI

F,I-,(M) = el U+ e2 S+ eJNS+e4RS+ e-{ - Mil) + e6(M - M,Y, (Sa)

b) M>M"

(5b)

where U, SS NS, and RS are dummy variables u ed to denote L1nspecifie(~ strike-slip,
normal-slip, and rever e-slip fault type respectively, as given by the value in Table 2,
and Mil the "hing magnitude for the hape of the magnitude scaling, is a coefficient to
be set during the analysis.

SfTE AMPLJFIC no FU CTTO

Th site amplification equation i given by:

F =FLIJ +F, L

where FUN and F IL arc the linear and nonlinear terms, rc pectively.

The linear term is given by:

(6

(7)

where bUll i a period-dependent coefficient, and Vl'e( is th specified reference velocity
(=760 m/s), corresponding to NEHRP B/e boundal:y site conditions; these coefficient
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were pre cl"ibed based on til work of hoi and Stewart (2005; hereafter' 05')' they
arc empirically ba ed but were not determined by the regres ion analy is in our tudy.

The nonlinear term i given by:
a) pga411/~dll:

F J L = bl/,ln(pga _lowIO.I) (8a

F,vL = bl/I In(pga _1011I/0.1) + c[ln(pga4nlladY + d[ln(pga4nlla ,)]3 C8b)
e) a2 <pga4nl:

F,vL =b",ln(pga4n/10.!) (8c)

where ar (=0.03 g) and 02 (;;;;;0.09 g) are a iglled thJe hold levels for linear and non
linear amplification, rc pectively, pga _loll' (=0.06 g) i a variable a igned to tran ition
between linear and nonlinear behaviors, and pga41l/ is the predicted PGA in g for /11'(/
=760 mIs, a given by quation I with Fs=O and e=O. The thr e equations for the non
linear portion of the oil response (Equation 8a-8c) are required for two reasons: I) to
prevent the nonlinear amplification from increasing indefinitely as pga4n/ decrea e and
2} to smooth the tran ition from linear to non-linear behavior. The co fficients c and d in
Equation b are given by

and

where

and

c = (3Ay - bl/lAx)1 ..2 (9)

(10)

(I 1)

Ay=b'd1n(aipga_low). (12)

The nonl inear lope bl/I is a function of both period and 11530 a given by:

a) /lS30~/lI:

(13a)

(l3b)

(13c)
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(13d)

where V1=180 mis, V2=300 m/ and b l and b2 are peri d-dependent c cfficients (and
consequcntly, bill i a function of period a wcll as VS30)' Th e equations are a implified
version of tho e uscd by 805.

DETERMJNATIO OF COEFFICIENTS

METHODOLOGY

The selected re pOll e variables in lh GA databa e were first corrected to obtain
the equivalent observations for the reference velocity of 760 m/ using Equation 6, 7
8a-8c 9-12 and 13a-13d and all equation for pga411/ developed early in the project
using only data for which RJB~80 km and VS30 > 360 m/s (scc BAD? for details). We
then regrc cd the sjte-correctcd observations to Equation I to detcnnine FD and FM.

Because the ob ervations had all been corrected to thc reference condition, we set Fs
=0 simplifying the regression. The analyses were performed using the two-stage regres
sion discus ed by Joyner and Boore (1993, 1994); the first stage d termines the di tance
dependence as well as event terms used in the second stage and the intra-event aleatory
variability, cr) and the cond stage determin s the magnitude dependence (and the
inter-event variability, 7). All regressions were done period-by-period' there wa no
smoothing of the coefficient that were determined by the regression analys s (although
some of the constrained coefficients were smoothed. (Our event term" is the average of
thc In Y value for a givcn event, adju tcd to the reference velocity and a reference di 
tance (760 m/s and I km respecti ely, in OUJ' study). Thi differs from the cent term"
that is derived in a random effects model. Thi latter term is more precisely called a
, random effect for a given event" (e.g., Abrahamson and Youngs 1992), Thc residuals
from our tage 2 regre sion arc equivalent to this alternatc meaning of "event term.")

Site Amplification

Because corrections for ire amplification were made before doing (he first-stage and
econd-stage regressions, wc discu s the detcnnination of tbe sit amplification coeffi

cients first. The coefficients in the site-respon 'c equations were based on the work of
CS05, rather than determined by our regression analysis. The coefficients ne ded to

evaluate the site-re ponse equations are Ii tcd in Tables 3 and 4. Note that for the refer
ence velocity of 760 m/s, FUN=FNL=Fs=O. Thus the soil amplifications ar pecified
relative to motion that would b recorded on a B/C boundary site condition.

The rational for pre-specifying the site amplifications is that the GA database may
be insufficient to determine il1mlraneollsly all coefficients for th nonlinear soil qua
tions and the magnitude-distance scaling due to trade-offs that occur between param
eter , particularly when soil nonlinearity js introduced. It was therefore deemed prefer
able to 'hard-wire" the soil re ponse based on the best-available empirical analy i in
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Table 3. Period-dependent ile-ampl ificatiol1
co fficicnt$

Period bUll b l b2

POY -0.600 -0.500 -0.06
PGA -0.360 -0.640 -0.14
0.010 -0.360 -0.640 -0.14
0.020 -0.340 -0.630 -0.12
0.030 -0.330 -0.620 -0.11
0.050 -0.290 -0.640 -0.11
0.Q75 -0.230 -0.640 -0.11
0.100 -0.250 -0.600 -0.13
0.150 -0.2lW -0.530 -0.1
0.200 -0.310 -0.520 -0.19
0.250 -0.390 -0.520 -0.16
0.300 -0.440 -0.520 -0.14
0.400 -0.500 -0.510 -0.10
0.500 -0.600 -0.500 -0.00
0.750 -0.690 -0.470 0.00
1.000 -0.700 -0.440 0.00
1.500 -0.720 -0.400 0.00
2.000 -0.730 -0.380 0.00
3.000 -0.740 -0.340 0.00
4.000 -0.750 -0.310 0.00
5.000 -0.750 -0.29l 0.00
7.500 -0.692 -0.247 0.00

10.000 -0.650 -0.215 0.00

the literature, and allow the regression to determine the remaining magnitude and dis
tance scaling factors. It is recognized that there are implicit trade-off involved and that
a change in the pre cribed oil respon e equation would lead to a change in the derived
magnitude and di tanee eating. Note, however, that our pre cribed oil re pon e term

Table 4. Period-independent sire-amplification
coefficient

Coefficient

fI,
pgfl -'mil
fl2

/I.
f/2

/lr~"

Value

0.03 g
0.06 g
0.09 g
180 m/s
300 m/s
760 m/
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Figure 3. Coefficient controlling linear amplification, a.' function of period. Value. u. t;d in
equations in this report indicated by the black dots.

are similar to those adopted by other G developers who u ed different approache ;
thus there appears to be consen u a to the appropriate level for the soil re pan e
factors.

The details of setting the coefficients for the soil response equation are a follows.
The lincar amplification cocffici,ents blill were adopted from S05. As shown in Figure 3
they are similar to the linear soil coefficients delived by BJF97. C805 do not provide
co fftcients for periods b yond 5 . To determine coefficients fOJ long l' periods, we ex
trapolated the blill values as shown 011 Figure 3. A period get very long (>5 s) we
would expect the relative linear site amplification to decrease (and a trend ill this direc
tion bas been found by some of the other NGA developers). For this rea on, we subjec
tively decidcd on the linear trend in term of log period shown in Figure 3 a the ba i
for choosing the values for the longer periods.

The nonlinear slope factor bill depends on VS30 through the equation given above.
Our equations define a omewhat simpler r lalion than that llsed by 805. We compare
the two definitions of thc coefficient bl/I for periods of 0.2 and 3.0 . in Figure 4. The
values of bill at the hinge points VS30 = VI and Vs 0= V2 are given by the coefficients b l
and b2 respectively and these arc ftll1ctiollS of period. We use CS05' value for most
period. To extend the value of b l to periods longer than 5 s we fit t,,"o quadratic curves
to the 05 val ues: one for all of the values and another for value corrcsponding to
periods greater than 0.2 S' the re ults were similar ( ee BA07 for a graph). We ba ed our
value of b l at periods of 7.5 and lOon the quadratic lit to all of the C 05 value.
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Figure 4. Comparison of lope that control nonlin ar amplification function.

This curve was also u ed for thc value at 5 s, but the re ults of using the C805 value at
5 s ver u our value mal es almo t no difference in the predi ted ground motions for 5 s
period.

We point out a potential confusion in terminology: according to Equation 8c, F NL
;;;;;0.0 when pga4n/;;;;; 0.1 g. Does thi mean that there is 110 nonl inear amplification for
this level of rock motion? Not necessarily. Til amplification for rhi' value of pga4n/ is
given entirely by the PUN term because the motion u ed by CS05 to derive the "linear"
amplifications (Fu ) had an approximate mean log PGA for most site categoric cia eta
0.1 g. F'L is not ne essarily zero howev r for values ofpga4n/less than and greater
than 0.1 g. So although the amplification at pga411/=0.1 g is completely determined by
FUN the amplification could implieirly includ the nonlinear comp nent that applies for
values ofpga4n/ near 0.1 g. 805 u e only Equation 8c to describe the nonlinear am
plification, and they do not limit the nonlinear response to pga4n/>O,1 g. It is dear
from Figure 3 of 05 and the comment on p. 24 of their paper that they C0l1 [del' Equa
tion 8c to be valid for pga4nf from 0.02 to 0.8 g. This means that the total amplification
(F..;) can be greater than the "linear" amplification (FUN) for mall values of pga4nl;
theil' nonlinear amplification continues to i.ncrease without bound as pga4n/ decrea es.
We made an important modification t the CS05 procedure to prevent nonlinear ampli
fication fr m xtending to small value ofpga4/1/: by capping the amplifications at a low
value of pgn4n/ (0.03 g). Simply terminating the nonlinear amplification at a fixed value
of pga4n/ re ults in a kink in plot of ground motion v . distance. For that reason we
included a tran ition curve, as given in Equation 8b.

The total amplification for a short (0.2 s) and a long (3.0 s) period oscillator is
shown in Figure 5 as a function of pga411/ for a range of VS30' At hart periods the non
linear term can result in a significant reduction of motions on sit s und r1ain by rela
tively low velocities. At long periods soil nonlinearity i till important but the n t oil
re pon e effect is an amplification even for large value of pga4n/. For periods longer
than 0.75 s (see Table 3) there i no nonlinear contribution to the amplification for
V 30> 300 m/s

It should be noted that the empirical studies on which the soil amplification functions
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were based contained very few data for hard sites WitJl IIS30 > 1 000 m/s. The amplifi
cation functions are probably reasonable for values of IIs30 up to about I 300 mis, but
should not be applied for very hard rock sites (VS30 ~ 1500 ml ).

Distance Dependence (Stage J)

Tit distance d pendenc of ground motion ;s d termined in the fir ('-stage regre.
sian where the dependent response variable is PGA, PGV or PSA at a selected period
in each case corr cled to he reference veloci ty of 760 In I s by subtracting Fs as defined
in Equations 6, 7, 8a-8c, 9-12, and l3a-l3d from 111 Y<Jb,\('rved' The corrected respollse
variables for our selected subset of the GA data set (using the exclusion criteria dis
cussed earlier), with distances ou to 400 km, are regressed against distance using qua
tion 14, which i the same a Equation 2 but with dummy variables (co(even/)) added to
represent the event term for each earthquake.

F D(RJB,M.) =co(event) + [CI + C2( - Mr<:/)]ln(RIR,,,j~ + c3(R - Rn:j ) (I 4)

In this equation, 'co(even/)' is sborthand for the stun

(15)

where (co)} is the event term for event}, 0 equals I for event} and zero othelwise and
NE is the Humber of earthquakes.

There are several significant issues in performing this regression. One is that re
gional difference in attenuation are known to cxi (e.g., Boore 1989, Benz ct al. 1997),
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Table 5. Comparisons of llumbcl's of tation in lOA Flatfile and in extended data set used to
determine anelastic coefficient

Earthquake # of Stalion in GA # of lations Used by SA

200 I Anz'l (M 4.92) 73 197
2002 Yorba Linda (M 4.27) 12 207
2003 Big Bear ity (M 4,92) 37 262
2004 Parkfield (M 6.0) '0 74

even within relatively small regions llch a California (e,g., Bakull and Joyner 1984,
Boatwright et al. 2003, Hutton and Boore 1987, Mori and Heimberger 1996), We ignore
thi po ential pitfall and assume that the distance part of the GMPEs apply for cl"Llstal
earthquakes ill all activ tectonic regimes repre ented by the NGA database. This is a
reasonable initial approach as the significance of regional effects can be tested later by
examining residual trends (model errors) for subsets of data organized by region. The
econd difficulty is more problematic: the data in the NGA Flatfilc become increasingly

sparse for distances beyond about 80 to 100 lUll especially for moderate events. This
makes it difficult ifnot impossible, to obtain a robust simulTaneous determination of ('I

and cJ (slope and clLt'vature). To overcome this databa e limitation, we have u ed addi
tional ground-Illotion data from California that are not in the GA Flatfile, to first define
the "anclastic" term, ('3, as a function of period. We then used these llxed values of C3 in
the regres ion of the NGA data set in order to determine the remaining coefficients.

Deterlllination oIc3 (anelastic terTII): The data used to determine CJ includes the data
compiled in tile GA database for three small alifor.llia events, pillS many more clata
for the e same events recorded by accelel"Ometers at 'broadband" tations ill California;.
these additional da a, compiled by J. Boatwright and L. Seekins, were not available from
th.e traditional strong-motion data agencies us d in compiling the NGA Flatfile. We also
used response variables that we computed from 74 two-component recordings of the
2004 Parkfield mainshock (M 6.0) in the determination of '.3; these data w re recorded
aft r the campi lation of the NGA database had concluded. The numbers of stations pro-

iding data foJ' our analy is and the corresponding numbers of stations in the NGA Flat
file are given in Table 5 (sec also Appendices M and N In BAD?).

For the additional data for the three small California ealthquakes, we used site
classes assigned by Boatwright and eekin to corrcct the re ponse spectra to VSJO
=760 m/s. For the Parkfield recordings we did not COlT ct 0 a common value of VS30
as we were interested only in determining tile distance function and also b cause mea-
urecl values of V.no were available at only a few sites. For all of the data from the four

event we 1I ed spectra from the two horizontal components as if they were separate re
cOl'clings (we did flat combiJ1C the horizontal components). We did the regression on
this data subsct with ('I fixed at -0.5 -0.8, and -1.0. We set C2 to zero and olved for C.3

and h. Tn other words we fixed a single straight-line slope (CI), and then determined the
curvature C3' required to match the more rapid decay of the datu at greater di tances (cJ
must be less han 0). We also solved for the near-source effective depth coefficient, 11,
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Figul'e 6. ormalized ground motions for four events, 1I ing extended data set (more data than
in GA fla{filc). Black curve i re 're i n fil obtained with constraints cl=-O.8 and C2=O,O.

required to match the les rapid incrca e of the data as di tance decrea es at close di 
tance . An event term that give the relati e amplitude level (co) i determined for each
of th four arthquakes (the e are the coefficients of the dummy variables for each

vent). Figure 6 compares the regre ion fit to the observation where the observation
have been normalized to a common amplitude level by subtracting the event terms (co),
We eho e the C3 values determined for the case c i =-0.8 as the fixed C3 values to apply
in tbe regression of the GA data set because CI =-0. i a typical value determined in
empirical regre ions for the effective geometric slope parameter at intermediate periods
(BJF97; this study).

As a broader check on the results from our four-e ent attenuation da a et, we de
termined the best values of C3 and h to fit the distanc functions determined in outhern
California from a much larger database by Raoof et aL (1999). The equivalent value of
C3 and h implied by the Raoof et aI. 1999) attenuation results are silnilar to tho e that
we determined from OLll' four-event analysi .

a assign values of c3 over the full period range required in the GA proje t we fit
a quadratic to the C3 values from the analy i of our four-event data sub et. We did not
allow the value of C3 al short periods to be Ie s than that for PGA thu placing an upper
limit 011 le31 at le3l =0.0 1151. Similarly, we fixed the values for long period to be that
determined for T=3 s, thtl placing a lower limit on [c31 of 1c31""0.OOI91 (we did not
think it physically piau ible for the anelastic attenuation to increase with period at T
>3 ).

We al 0 COil trained the C3 value for the PGY regres ion to be that for the T
= 1.0 s regr ssion. This choice i a compromise between the imilarity in larger-
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magnihlde scaling that we ob erved between PGV and P A at 2 s and the recommen
dation of Bommer and larcon (2006) that PGV is related to PSA at 0.5 s.

Deter/llination oJ 11: It i de irable to constTain the pseudo-depth Ii in the regres ion
in order to avoid overlap in thc curvcs for large earthquakes at very close distance . We
did this by performing initial regres ions with h as a free parameter then modifying tbe
resultant value of Ii a rcquir d to avoid overlap in the spectra at close distances (for the
reference site condition of 760 m/s). 1n this regression c, was a free variable and cJ
was constrained to a set of initially-u tennined values. We fit the values determined with
h a a free parameter with a quadratic, but we observed that the II value at 0.05 s fmm
tile qttadratic fit was very small much below lhat determined for PGA. We increased the
Ii value at 0.05 to match the value for a regression of PGA with h unconstrained and
refit the quadratic with this change in the data points. We used the modified quadratic as
the basis for assigning 11 for all periods. The value of II at hort periods was guided by
the unequivocal statement that P A is equal to PGA at periods much less than 0.1 s. For
PGA, we adopted the value inlplied by the modified quadratic for the T=0.05 s oscilla
tor. We then assigned values of h for periods between O. J sand 0.05 to be the same
as that for 0.05 . Consistent with thc convcntion adopted for the C3 coefficient we used
the valuc of h at I for PGV

Thcsc analyse's established smooth constrained value for C3 and h that facilitated
robust and well beha cd determinations of the remaining parametcr by regre sion of the
NGA database.

Determination of cl, c2, and u: With hand CJ constrained, we regre sed the re
sponse variable of the NGA database to olve for c. and C2 (Equatiol1 3) along with the
event terms (co) for each earthquake u ing all data (subject to thc exclusions discussed
earlier) for distances less than 400 km. The c. coeffici nt i the effective geometric
spreading rate (slope) for an event ofM= r r while the C2 coefficient provides a means
to describe magnitude-dependent distance decay (it changcs the lope for events that are
greater or smaller than M ref). The intra-even! aleatory uncert<1inty (T i given by the stan
dard deviation of the re iduals from the Stage 1 regression.

The regres ion used assigned alues for the reference distance Rnj; at which near-
ourc predictions are pegged, and for the refercnce magnitude M r •f to which the mag

nitude dependence of the geometric spreading i referenced. The assigned valucs for
these reference alue are arbitrary and are largely a matter of convenience. For Mre/; we
chose a value of 4.5, since fhi i the approximate magnitude of much of the data u ed
to determine the fixcd C' c efficient·; this choice means that the magnitudc dependence
of the slope will be referenced to that observed for small events. For Rrej; we 1I e the
value of I krn. This is convenient becau e the curves describing the distance dependence
pivot around R=Rre.f Th curv s for larger magnitude are f1aner than for mallermag
nitude which can lead to tho e curves being below the curves for smaller magnitudes at
distances less than the pivot distance. This was avoided by choo ing Rr"r I km, al
though any valuc such that Rref< min(h) where the minimum is taken over all periods,
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would prevent undesirable overlapping of prediction curve near the source (i.e. we want
to en ure that R will always be great r than the pivot di tanee of R,.efi ven when R.lB
=0 k111).

Magnitude Dependence (Stage 2)

The event terms (coefficients (co)j in Equation 14 from the Stage I regression were
u ed ill a weighted Stage 2 regression to determine the magnitude caling of the re
sponse variables. As discussed in Joyner and Soore (1993) the Stage 2 weight d regre 
sion was iterative in order to solve for the inter-event variability 7. The basic form we
selected for the magnitude caling i a quadratic imilar to the form used by BJF97.
However we imposed a con traint that the quadratic not reach its maximum at
< 8.5, in order to prevent "oversaturation" (the prediction of decrea ing amplitudes with
increasing magnitude. III following algorithm wa used to implement the constrained
quadratic magnitude dependence:

1. Fit the vent term co); for a given period to a second-order polynomial. If the
M for which the quadratic tarts to decrea e (Mm"J i greater than 8.5, we
adopt thi regres ion for the magnitude dependel1ce for this period.

2. If M l11l1x for a given period i les than 8.5 we perform a two- egment regres
ion hinged at Mil (described below), with a quadratic for M:!S Mil and a linear

function for Mil < M. If the slope of the linear function is positive, we adopt this
two- egment reg res ion for the magnitude dependence for thi period.

3. If the slope of the linear cgment is negative we redo the two-segment regre 
sion for that period, con training the lope of the line above Mil to be 0.0. Note
that the equation for almo t all periods less than or equal to 1.0 s required the
constraint of zero lop ; this is telling us that for short periods the data actually
indicat oversaturation. We Ii It that becau e of limited data and kJl0wledge
over aturatioll was too extreme at thi tage of equation development, and we
eho e to impose saturation rather than allow the data to dictate an oversaturated
form. More observations from ground motions near large earthquakes a- well
as theoretical simulations using dynamic rupture model e.g., Schmede and
Archuleta, 2007) may give u confidence in allowing oversatUl"atioll in future
versions of GMP s.

Choice oj M h: The parameter M" is the hinge maonitude at which the con trail1ed
magnitud scaling in the two- egment regre ion changes from th quadratic forln to the
linear form. Subjective inspection of 110nparametric plots of data clearly indicated that
neal'~ ource ground motions at short periods do not get significantly larg I' with inereas
il1g magnitude beyond a magnitude in the range of 6.5 to 7 and therefore we set MIl

within this range.

Fau/f-7j!pe Dependence: Plots of event terms against magnitude (presented later)
showed that normal-fault earthquakes have amplitude' that are con istently below tho e
for strike-slip and rever e earthquake for most periods (oth rs have found similar re
sults, including pudich ct aL. 1999 Bommer et al. 2003, and Ambra eys et al. 2005).
We Llsed thi observation to guide our determination of the dependence on fault type. We
fir t grouped the data from all fault types together and solved for the coefficients e" es
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e6 e7 and es in Equation 5a and 5b) setting e:!, e3 and e4 to 0.0. The regres ion wa
then repeated, fixing the co ffi ients es e6' e7, and es to the values obtained when lump
ing all fault type together, and solving for the coeffici nts e2 e3, and e4 of the fault type
dummy variables SS, and R . Thu we have constrain d the relative scaling of am
plitudes with magnitude to be the same for all event types but we allow an offset in the
avcrage predicted amplitude level according to the fault mechanism. The inter-event
aleatory uncertainty (7") wa lightly different for the e two cases so subscript "U" and
'M' were used to distinguish between unspecified and specified fault type, re pectively,
in the table of aleatory uncertainties. Note that the term "un pecified" is strictly appli
cable to a random election of an earthquake from the distribution of fault types used in
our analysis; it i an aecurate description of a truly random selection from all earth
quake only to the extent that thc distribution of all fault type is equal to the distribution
lIsed in our analysis.

All analy were done using Fortran programs developed by the fir l author, in some
ca e incorporating legacy code from programs and lIbroutines written by W. B. Joyner.

RESULTS

COEFFICIENTS OF THE EQ AT10 S

The coefficients for the GMPEs are given in Table 3. 4, and 6-8. The coeffiei nlS
are for In Y where Y has unit of g for PSA and PG and cm/s for PGV The unit of
eli tancc and velocity are km and ml re pectively. The quation for pga4n/ is the amc
a for PGA with VS30 > 760 mls (for which Fs=O) (Boore and Atkinson 2008).

There are no normal-fault data are in our data et for an 0 cillator period of lOs, and
tIm formally we could not obtain the coefficient e3 for that period; the value in Table 7
was obtained u ing the assumption that th ralio of motions for normal and unspecified
faults is the same for periods of 7.5 sand 10 s. With this a lImpliol1 e3 lOs)
=el (lOs) + (eJ(7.5s)-el (7 .5s)).

Fit of the Stage 1 Regl'essions

BA07 contain a eries of graphs howing the observation in compari on to the
tage I regression predictions. These figures provid a vi uaJ test of the ability of our

functional form to represent the di tance dependence of the response variables. A more
precise way of looking for systematic mi matches between prediction and observation
is to plot the re iduals from the Stage I analy is defined as the ratio of observed to
predicted grOlUld motions. Figure 7 hows residual as a fUllction of distance for PGA
lind for PSA at )0 s' these span the range of sei mic intensity measures included in our
equations (the graphs of residuals for PSA at most oscillator periods are imilar to that
for PGA in Figure 7-sec B 07 for a complete set of graphs). For the sake of clarity, we
have separated the residuals into different magnitude ranges and for two specific earth
quake in Figure 7. Log re iduals averaged over di tanee bins 0.1 log unit in width and
magnitude bins) unit in width are shown in Figure 8 for two repre entative p dod; the
graph are grouped by value of VS30' While thcre are some mall departure from a null
rc idual (values of I and 0 in Figures 7 and 8, re pcetively) there are no significant
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Table 6. Distance-scaling coefficients ( l'ej=4.5 and
RI'I!J= 1.0 kill for all period, except R,.",=5.0 km for
p '(4111)

Period Ct Cz. C3 "
PGV -0.87370 0.10060 -0.00 34 2.54
PGA -0.66050 0.11970 -0.01151 1.35
0.010 -0.66220 0.12000 -0.01151 1.35
0.020 -0.66600 0.12280 -0.01151 1.35
0.030 -0.69010 0.12830 -0.01151 1.35
0.050 -0.71700 0.13170 -0.011-1 1.35
0.Q75 -0.72050 0.12370 -0.01151 1.55
0.100 -0.70 10 0.11170 -0.UI151 1.68
0.150 -0.69610 0.09884 -0.01113 1.86
0.200 -0.58300 0.04273 -0.00952 1.98
0.250 -0.57260 0.02977 -0,00837 2.07
0.300 -0.55430 0.01955 -0.00750 2.14
0.400 -0.64430 0.04394 -0.00626 2.24
0.500 -0.69140 0.060 0 -0.00"40 2.32
0.750 -0.74Ul;o 0.Q751 -0.OU409 2.46
1.000 -0.81830 0.10270 -0.OOr4 2.54
1.500 -0.83030 0,09793 -0.00255 2.66
2.000 -0.82850 0,09432 -0.00217 2.73
3.000 -0.78440 0.072 2 -0.00191 2. 3
4.000 -0.68540 0.0375 -0.00191 2. 9
5.000 -0.50960 -0.02391 -0.00191 2,93
7.500 -0.37240 -0.0656 -0.00\9\ 3.00

10.000 -U.09824 -0. 131lUO -0.00191 3.04

trend in magnirude distance, or shear-wave velocity. We therefore judge rhe fit between
ob el'vatiol1 and our prediction to be reasonable. fn particular, we note that the im
posed soil resp nse coeffici~nts appear to be adequate as evidenced by the apparent fit
over the three distinct rang sol' shear-wa e v I city used :n Figure 8' the fit is good al
both short and large di tance over all magnitude rallges which implicitly supports the
degree of nonlinearity that was specified.

Fit of the Stage 2 Regression

Figure 9 is a plot of the antilog of the event term (co); from the Stage I regre ion
as a function of magnirude with the Stage 2 regre si n fit to these terms superimposed.
The fault type nr each earthquake is indicated, as arc curves for fault type unspecified
and for strike-slip normal and thrust/reverse faults (the fault type i indicated by the
color of the symbols). Th functional form provides a reasonable nt to tbe near- ource
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Table 7. Magnitude- caling coefficients

Period el e2 e3 e~ es ec, e7 M"

PGV 5.0012\ 5.04727 4.63\88 5.082\0 0.\ 322 -0.\2736 0.00000 8.50
p A -U.53 U4 -0.50 5 -0.75472 -0.50970 0.28805 -0.10164 0.00000 6.75
O. 10 -0.528 3 -0.49429 -0.7455\ -0.49966 0.28897 -0.10019 0.00000 6.75
0.020 -0.52192 -0.4 50 -0.73906 -0.48895 0.25144 -0.\1006 0.00000 6.75
0.030 -0.45285 -0,41831 -0.66722 -0.42229 0.\7976 -0.\2858 0.00000 6.75
0.050 -0.2 476 -0.15022 -0.48462 -0.26092 0.06369 -0.\ 5752 0.00000 6.75
0.075 0.00767 0.04912 -0.20578 0.02706 0.01170 -0.17051 0.00000 6.75
0.100 0.20\09 0.23102 0.03058 0.22193 0.04697 -0.1594R 0.00000 6.75
0.150 0.46128 0.4 661 0.301 5 0.49328 0.17990 -0.14-39 0.00000 6.75
0.200 0.57180 0.59253 0.40860 0.61472 0.52729 -0.12964 0.00102 6.75
0.250 0.51884 0.53496 0.33880 0.57747 0.60880 -0.13 43 0.0 607 6.75
0.300 0.43825 0.44516 0.25356 0.51990 0.64472 -0.15694 0.\0601 6.75
0.400 0.39220 0.40602 0.2\39 0.460 0 0.78610 -0.07843 0.02262 6.75
0.500 0,18957 0.19878 0.00967 0.26337 0.7 837 -0.09054 0.00000 6.75
0.750 -0.2133, -0.19496 -0.49176 -0.10813 0.75179 -0.14053 0.10302 6.75
1.000 -0.46 96 -0.4344 -0.78465 -0.39330 0.678 0 -0.18257 0.05393 6.75
1.500 -U.~627t -0.79593 -1.20lJ02 -0.88085 0.70689 -0.251)50 0.19082 6.75
2.000 -1.22652 -1.155\4 -1.57697 -1.27669 0.77989 -0.29657 0.29888 6.75
3.000 -1.82979 -1.74690 -2.22584 -1.91814 0.77966 -0.453 4 0.67466 6.75
4.000 -2.24656 -2.15906 -2.58_28 -2.3816 1.24961 -0,35 74 0.79508 6.75
5.000 -1.28408 -1.21270 -1.50904 -1.41093 0.14271 -0.39006 0.00000 8.50
7.500 -1.43145 -U1632 -I. 1022 -\.59217 0.52407 -0.3757 0.00000 8.50

10.000 -2.\5446 -2.16137 -2.53323 -2.14635 0.40387 -0.4R492 0.00000 8.50

amplitude data. Note that the magnitude scaling for T= 10 at M < 6.5 is strongly COIl

trolled by the data from only one sl11all earthquake (2000 Yountville, M 5.0) and may
therefore be unreliable for M < 6.5.

Predictions of PSA from Combined Stage 1 and Stage 2 Regt'essions

Graph of PSA predicted from am equation' for thJ'ee values of RJB and fom mag
nitudes are shown in Figure 10. The cmves for the larg I' earthquakes tend to squeeze
together for period near 0.2-0.3 probably a reflection of the pinching together of the
effective geometric spreading factor for the e periods. But othcrwi c the PSA are quite
smooth, esp cially considering that many of the coefficients were determined indepen
dently for each period.

Plots of PS as a function of di tance are shown in Figure l J for two representative
periods (see B 07 for pots at other periods). The figure i for 11530=760 m/s ( HRP
SiC bouudary).

The effect of VS30 on predicted ground-motion amplitude i shown in Figure 12.
Nonlinear soil amplification cause the curves to cross. such that at cia e eli tances lower
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Table 8. Aleatory uncertainties (0-: intra-event uncertainty; 1". inter-event
uncertainty; 0-': combined uncertainty (\ ci2+-r<); ubscripts U, M for fault
type unspecified unu specified, respectively)

Period U TU Uru 7M (7T.\1

PGV 0.500 0.286 0.576 0.256 0.560
PGA 0.502 0.265 0.566 0.260 0.564
0.010 0.502 0.267 0.569 0.262 0.566
0.020 0.502 0.267 0.569 0.262 0.566
0.030 0.507 0.276 0.578 0.274 0.576
0.050 0.516 0.286 0.589 0.286 0.589
0.075 0.513 0.322 0.606 0.320 0.606
0.100 0.520 0.313 0.608 0.318 0.608
0.150 0.518 0.288 0.592 0.290 0.594
0.200 0.523 0.283 0.596 0.288 0.596
0.250 0.527 0.267 0.592 0.267 0.592
0.300 0.546 0.272 0.608 0.269 0.608
0.400 0.541 0.267 0.603 0.267 0.603
0.500 0.555 0.265 0.6J5 0.265 0.615
0.750 0.571 0.31 J 0.649 0.299 0.645
1.000 0.573 0.318 0.654 0.302 0.647
1.500 0.566 0.382 0.684 0.373 0.679
2.000 0.580 0.398 0.702 0.389 0.700
3.000 0.566 0.410 0.700 Q.40\ 0,695
4.000 0.583 0.394 0.702 0.385 0.698
5.000 0.601 0.414 0.730 0.437 0.744
7.500 0.626 0,465 0.781 0.477 0.787

10.000 0.645 0.355 0.735 0.477 0.801

values of VS30 (softer sites) will have lower predicted amplitude than stiffer sites, due to
nonl inear deamplification. The effi cr i mol' pronollnced at hart periods than at long
periods.

Surface Slip vs. o-Surface Slip Earthquakes

everal authors (e.g., Somerville and Pitarka 2006) ha e propo ed that the high
fi-equency ground motions from earthquakes witli fa ult hat br ak to the surface are
smaller than from those with faults tha remain buried. We search for evidence of this
effect in Figure 13 which shows the event-term residuals from the Stage I regression
plotted against M for the two c1as es of earthquakes. The first tblJlg to notice is thall110s1
urface-slip earthquake correspond to larger magnitude with almost no buried rup

tUl'es fol' magnitude greater than M =7_ For this reason any reduction in motions for
surface-sLip eaJthquakes will be mapped into reduced magnitude scaling in the Stage 2
magnihlde regression. Tn order to differelltiate magnitude scaling from the effects of sur
face versus buried rupture data from both class of rupture are needed for the same range
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range of possibilitie' ee BA07 for more plots). The re idual for the 1999 hi- hi earthquake
are hown eparately, in the bottom two graphs.
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Figure 8. Stage I regression residual (log I0 unit) for 0.2-s and 3-s response sp ctra aver
aged over distance bin 0.1 log unit in width and magnitude bins I unit in width. Only bin with
at least three observations are plotted. The tandard error of the mean is shown for th middle
magnitude bin (6 to 7) only, Two range of hear-wave velocity are shown: 180-360 m/s (top),
360-760 I11/S (bottom). 0 residuals are hown for V-"'3(l> 760 1111 becau e of the mall num
ber of observations in that velocity range.

of magnitudes. A cell in Figure 13 it is only for strike- lip earthquakes that there is
more than one of eaeh clas of earthquake in a common magnitude range (there are sev
eral strike-slip event of 5.7-6.7 in both clas es). There is no indication for these earth
quakes that tbe event-term residuals are ystematically different for thc two cIa es of
data. Therefore, there wa 110 need to include dUl1uny variables for surface- lip/buried
earthquakes in our functional form. As confidence in simulations from dynamic model
ofrupture propagation inerea es, or if additional data change our understanding, it might
be that in the future we will add a buriedl urface faulting term to the equations. By do
ing so the apparent satLu'ation of the magnitude eal ing would not be as dramatic (i.e.,
the larger earthquakes are entirely sUJfacc slip events and if these produce 11aller
ground motions than buried events as has been uggested by Somervi lie and colleagues
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Figure 10. PSA from our equations, as function of period. The spectra are hown for three
distances and four magnitudes for fault type unspecified and Vs30=760 rhl .

e.g., Somerville and Pitarka 2006), then there will be an apparent tendency for atura
tion if the events are not eparated il1to two clas es according to whether they break to
the urface or not).

Dependence of Stage 1 Residuals on Basin Depth

Another ground-motion effect that we earched for in the residual of the Stage I
regression wa that of ba in depth. Ba in-depth effect on ground-motion amplitude
have been reported in empirical studie (Field, 2000; Choi et a1. 2005) and from simu
lation (Day et aL 2008). One of the rea ons that wc did not include a basin-depth term
in our equations i indicated in Figure 14, which hows the dislTibution of V530 and a
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measure of basin depth. The plot shows all data in the GA Flatfile for which both VS30
have been measured and basin depth have been estimated. It L clear that the after ite
are in basins, and h :Ilee basin depth and VS30 are strongly correlated this was found
previou Iy by Choi et a!. 2005, Figure 7), Therefore any basin depth effect wilJ tend to
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Figure 14. VSJO plotted against one meaS\lres of basin depth: the depth to a shear-wave velocity
of 1.5 km/s. All value in the I G Flatfile with basin depths and mea ured (rather than esti
mated) values of VSJO are shown.
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have been captured by th mpirically-determined site amplification. To try to separate
the amplification and the ba in-d pth effects in the data would require use of additional
information or a umptions.. incc we are opting for the simplest equations required by
the data, no attempt was made to break down the site-response function into basin depth
and the amplification terms.

We earched for any ul1captllred basin depth effect by examining the residual of tbe
Stage I regre ion. We find that the I'e iduals have no dependenc 011 basin depth ex-

pt for a trend t p itive re iduals (underprediction) for long periods at di tances be
yond 80 Jan byab ut factor of 1.6) for ites having depth-to-I.S lan/ > 700 111. (The
trend for greater distance' i hown in a figure not included here.) These residuals could
also bc due to regional variations in the distance function along with correlation be
tween distance and the basin depth. Figure 15 contains plots of the Stage I residuals
against the depth~to·VS30 = 1.5 lan/ S' only residuals for RJlJ~ 80 km are hawn, ill order
not to map mismatcbe in tbe more di tant att nuatiol1 into the residuals. There is no
obvious dependence of the residuals Oli basin depth. But assuming that the positive re
siduals at distances greater than 80 Ian are due solely to a ba in depth effect the trend
indicate thaI aliI' equations may underpredict long-period motions at large distances
from ite in de p basins. For shallower ba in and at shorter di tances we find no ba in
depth effect. Thi i not surprising in Iight of tbe observations made above regarding the
on'elation between basin parameters and VS30 ' ( ate: similar results were obtained

when the depth to 2.5 lallis was used a the measure of basin depth.) Another reason for
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little apparent basin effect ha to do with the way in which basins affect incoming waves'
Choi et al. (2005) found a basin effcct for sources in ide the ba in in which the motion
were recorded, but little effect for ources outside the basin' th y attribute th difference
to the manner in which incoming waves are converted and refracted upon entering the
ba in. As many of our data come from earthquakes that occurred outside the basins in
which they were recorded, a similar explanation might apply to our finding.

Comparison of GMPEs Developed With and Without the 1999
Chi-Chi Earthqual{e

Becau e the hi-Chi earthqllak form a significant fraction of the data set we nsed
in developing our equations it i important to e how the equation would change if the
data from the Chi-Chi earthquake were eliminated from both the Stage I and the Stage
2 regression. We therefore repeated the complete analy i without the hi-Chi data.
Figure 16 compares selected ground-motion intensity mea ures given by the two et of
equations, The figw'e al 0 shows the percent of data II ed in the regression analysi' from
the Chi-Chi earthquake (the uumber of Chi-Chi recordings i the numerator of the ratio).
It i clear that the fraction of th data set onlributed by th hi-Chi earthquake in
erea es with period, reaching 64% of the data et for a period of lOs. For tbi reason it
is not urprising that the predictions of lOs P A are quite different for the equations
developed with and without the hi-Chi data (the ordinate cales of all graphs in Figure
16 are the same, to facilitate compari on of the relation between the two predi tions
between period ); at intermediate to short periods however, the differences are not dra
matic. Tntereshngly the difference can occur even at small magnitudes (despite the fact
that we include only the Chi-Chi mainshock, not its aftershock . We think the explana
tion of thi apparent paradox is that the hi- hi earthquake is very well recorded and
thus dominates the Stage I regre iOIl for which each recording of an earthquake has
equal weight in determining the di tance term in the equation. These di tance terms
then affect the event terms, and this in turn conlrols the magnitude caling. We conclude
that although the hi-Chi earthquake affects the GMPEs, it is only a major controlling
factor in the prediction of P A at periods of greater than 5

Comparison of BA07 and BJF97 GMPEs

It is interesting to compare ur new predicted ground mo ions with tho e from the
Boore et al. (J 997) (BJF97) equation. Figure 17 (top row) compare the magnitude
distance di tributiOl1 of th data lIsed in ach study. It i apparent that many more data
are lIsed in the new equations' the NGA data fill gaps al close di Ian es for all magni
tudes, add more data at small magnitudes at all distance add data for large magnitudes,
and fill out the distribution so that no longer is there a strong correlation between dis
tance and magnitude in the data et. For thi reason, the new equations provide a more
robust prediction of ground-motion amplitudes over a wide range of magnitudes and
di tances.

We compare predicted ground motions from the BJF97 equations and from our Cl1l"

rent equations ill Figure 17 (bottom row), for Vs30=420 mis, which is near the weighted
geometric mean of the velocitie for the sites u ed in the BJf97 regression analysis. We
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u e the same scale for the ordinates in both graphs. The new and old equations predict
similar amplitude for M and RJB ranges for which data were available for the BJF97
equation development. Large differences occur in r gions of the magnitude-distaJ1Ce
pace for which data were not available in BJF97; the di erences in tlle predicted values

of eismic ground-motion int n ity ar largely attributable to he overly-simplified
distance-independent magnitude scaling lIsed in the BJF97 equations.

At all periods. the n w quations predict significantly smaller motions than do the
BJF97 quations for large magnitude. This i probably the most important change in the
new equation compared to the old equations. The difference in the predicted motion i
particularly large for T= 1 and M =7.5 (a factor of 2.4 at R.IB= 1 km). Almost no data
were available in BJF97 for -7.5 and RJo < 10 km (see igure 17) so di crepuncies
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Figure 17. Top two graphs: ompari on of magnitude-distance di tTib\ltion of data lIsed by
BJF97 and by BA08' bOltom two graphs: PGA and T= 1.0 s PSA predictions from BJF97 and
front BA08 OMPEs.

are not urprising. The BJF97 data were for RJB centered about 30 k111. The discrepancy
between the predictions from the BJF97 and the new equations is 110t nearly as strong for
R.lB near 30 kIn a it i for RJO < 10 km. Observed differences at R.JB =30 km are likely
due to including more data for large earthquakes in our current equation. The values of
the BJF97 motions at cIo e distances are trongly controlled by the assumption of
distance-independent M caling (and therefore the scaling at c]o e di tanees i driven by
the R.lo=30 km data). The current equation allow for M-dependent distance caling.
Another effect that can rcduce motion predicted from our equations at close distances
from large earthquakes is t1onlil'l ar site response which is not included in BJF97.

The total aleatory lUlcertailltie , as well a the intra- and inter- vent uncertainties are
significantly larger for the n w equations than for the BJF97 equations (e.g. for a period
of 0.2 S the total aleatory uncertainty is 0.60 for our equatjons and 0.44 for BJF97; more
compari on can be found in Table 4.6 of BA07 . We are not lire of tbe reason for the
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differences, but w su pe t the differences arc due to a combination of more data pro
viding a better sample of the true uncertainty a well as an increase in the unceliaillties
produced by mixing data from regions for which the attenuation of the motions might be
different (sec Douglas 2007, for a study of regional differences in ground-mol ion pre
diction). The larger igma values will off: et to orne extent the smaUer ground motions
for large magnitudes in the con truction of seismic hazard map. However it is a point
for further investigation how the aleatory uncertainties should be implemented in hazal'd
analye for a particular site, given Ihat part of the aleatory uncertainty ari e from mix
ing data from numerous regions.

GUJDEL ES FOR USAGE

LI IITS 0 PREDICTOR VARIABLES

We wi h to emphasize thaI our equation should be used only for predictor variable
in these range:

M=5-8
RJIJ <200 !em
1~~30= 80-1300 mls

The c limit are lIbjective estimates ba ed on th.e distributions of the recordings 1I ed to
develop the equation . .

PREDTC 10 IS OR OTHER • SURES OF SEISMI I TE SITY

The GA MPEs are for the GMRotl measure of. ei mic intensity. Simple convcr
ion factors between GMRotI and other measure of ei mic inten ity are given by

Bey I' and Bommer (2006) and Watson-Lamprey and Boore (2007) a well a by Camp
bell and Bozorgnia (2008 .

DISCUSSION AND SUM ARY

We have presented a el of ground-motion prediction equations that we believe aJe
the simple t formulation demanded by th GA database used for the regre sions. Fu
ture versions of thc equation might include additional terms such as basin depth if
th e can be unambiguou Iy upported by data. Expansion of the GA database by way
of additional or reprocessed data could potentially support the inclusion of more predic
tive variables. In pile of this, we note that the aleatory uncertainties in our equation are
. imilar to those of other NGA developers who included more predictive variables.
Therefore we do not think that our simplified analysis limits the L1 efl1lne of our equa
tions, at least for those situations for which predictor variables not included in our equa
tions are 110t crucial in site-speei.fic hazard analy i .

One modification w would like 10 address in future vcr ions of our equalions is to
account for regional variations in distance attenuation particularly at di tances beyond
about 80 km. The near- oure data could be used to con trail1 magnitude scaling for all
I' gions, which could be patched onto regionaUy-dependent distance function. The ap
proa h taken in this study in which the allelastic coefficient was con trained u ing data
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from a few earthquake in central and southern California, i not optimal. Furthermore,
there are ineon i tencies in the pseudo-depths that might be attributed to forcing the val
ues of the an la tic coefficient into the regression of the worldwide data sel. otwith-
tanding the c limitations, the new relation developed here provide a demonstrably re

liable de cription of recorded ground-motion amplitudes for shallQ\ crustal earthquakes
in active tectonic region over a wide range of magnitude and di tanccs.
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APPENDIX A. CHOICE OF VSJO FOR EHRPCLASS
The need ometime ari cs to evaluate GMPE for a particular NEHRP ite elas .

Because the P R NGA MPEs use the continllou variable VS30 a the predictor vari
able for site alllpli/ication, the question naturally arise as to what value of VSJO to u e
for a specific NEHRP class. To xplore that question we used the distribution of VSJO
values from the borehole compilation given in Boor (2003) and from the GA Flatfi1
and computed the geometric means of the average of the VS30 valtles ill each NEHRP
class.

We used the geometric mean of VS30 ill each NEHRP class, as these will giv the
same value of In Y a the average of the 111 Y's obtained using the actual I~~JO value in
the data et. Here is the analy i :

Becall e
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In Y= b In 1130

the average of Ln Y for a number of IIS3U s in a ite class is:

D. M. BOORE AND G. M.ATKINSON

and the same val ue of In Y i obtained using the value of VS30 given by:

- J
In V30 = - L In( V30)i

N i 1

But does that mean that the value of /lS30 in the NGA databa e should be u ed to
determine the average value of VSJU that will be ubstituted into the GMPE for a given

EHRP site cia ? Yes under the assumption that the distribution of IIS30 in the NGA
database i similar to the one that would be obtained jf a random site were elected. We
eli cuss this in more detai I at th ad of this appendi-'X.

To determine th geometric means of IISJO from the GA Flatfi Ie, we u ed the xc I
functiOIl vlookup to select only one entry pertation. Figure A I show the histograms.
For tbe Boore (2003) data et, we u ed values of IIS30 for which the borehole velocitie
had to be extrapolated les than 2.5 m to reach 30 m. The top graph show hi togram
for the Boore (2003) velocities; the middle graph hows hi togram for GA velocities
for which the value of IISJO are based on mea urements ( ourc =0 and 5 ; and the bot
tom graph is for GA values from measurements and estimation source=O. I 2 and
5). In choosing the most representative value of v.~JO for eaeh NEHRP class, we gave
most weight to the middle graph in Figure A 1. Those histograms used more data than in
Bore (2003) but they are not ubject to the possible bias in using an estimated value of
IISJu, in which the value might be based on the assignment of a NEHRP class to a site,
with 'omeOlle else's correlation between NEHRP c]ass and VS30 (correlations that may
or may not have used the geometric mean of 11.530), We are trying to find the appropriate
value independently.

The gray vertical lines ill igure A Lare the geometric means in eael1 NEHRP class
for the data used for each graph; the black vertical lines in Figure A Lare the IISJO values
we r commend be u ed for each EHRP clas ; they are ontrolled largely by the analy
si f the ource=O and 5 NGA data. Table A I contain the values of VSJO determined
for the different hi togram . Based 011 these values the second-to-Iast column in the
tabLe contains the obser ation-based repr entative values that could sub titutcd into the

GA GMPEs for specific N£HRP cla se . The la l column contains another possible sel
of value for evaluating the GMPEs for a specific NEHRP class; these values are the
geometric means f the v loeities defining each EHRP class rounded to the nearest
5 m/ (.g. for EHRP class D the value from the class definition is \ lOx 360
=255 m/s).

. mentioned before the values in the second-to-Ia t column of Table AI are valid
representations of the different EHRP classes if the distribution of velocities in the
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Figure At. Histogram used to determine alue of VS30 to use in evaluating GA GMP s for
a particular EHRP cia (gray vertical lines are the geometrical mean of the VSJO in each

EHRP site class and black vertical line are recommended values for each EIIRP cia as
given in the second-to-last column in Table A I).
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Table ee text)

Geometric Geometric Geometric
Mean of Mean of ugge.ted Mean f
Measured Measured & Geometric VS3U Sa ed HRP

NEHRP II 30 in Inferred 1/.\"0 Mean of on Measured Class
Site GA inNGA V. 3U in Velocities in Boundaries
lass Flatfile Flatfile Boore (2003) G Flatfile (rounded)

A 1880.5 1880.5 1880
B 962.3 919.6 891.2 960 1070
C 489.8 489.9 461.4 490 525
0 249.8 271.5 263.7 250 255
E 153.3 153.7 145.0 150

geographic region f i.ntel'e t i th ame as that for the data u ed in the analysis above.
Most of tile Inea ured values in the GA databa c however ome from the Los Angele
and San Franci co area of alifornia 0 there i the potential for a bias if the VS30 val
ues for those regions are not representative of a gcneric site. An alternative et of rep
re cntative VSJO value for each EHRP ite cia is given by the geometric mean of the
v 10 itie defining the site-class boundaries. These are given in the la t column of Table
A I. The valuc in tbe la t two column of Table Al are similar, but to assess the impact
of the two sets of representative valli we evaluated the ratios of ground motions for
the two value for each EHRP class for a wide range of periods and di tance . The
differences in ground motions using the two pos ible et of VS30 alue are Ie than
8%,5%, and 3% for EHRP clas es B C and 0, re pectively. The diffel' nee are larg
cs at long periods for cla es Band C and for short periods for class D. The difference
in grOllnd motion for each ite cla obtained tI ing the alternative sets of representative
V 30 values arc 0 mall that either et of eOlild be u ed.
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